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요 약

An integrated security mechanism is one of the key challenges in the open wireless network

architecture because of the diversity of the wireless network in open wireless network and the

unique security mechanism used in each one of these networks. In the paper we analysed

some elements to guarantee security and privacy preserving in distributed IT

applications which provide some kind of support to complex medical domains.

Ⅰ. Introduction

There is much work on how to apply

information and communication

technologies to healthcare services,

especially with regard to wireless networks

and pervasive devices combined to provide

more applications in electronic medical

care. Thus, wireless and mobile

communications lead to the emergence of

a new type of advanced service for

healthcare, making mobile healthcare

systems more realistic and feasible in

terms of providing expert-based medical

care [1]. Sensor network technology

promises a vast increase in automatic

position data collection capabilities through

efficient deployment of tiny sensing

devices. Recent advances in information

technology (IT) have introduced new

systems that can support healthcare

delivery, patient support, and education.

This in turn enables a redesign of health

care processes that are supported through

the integration of electronic communication

and healthcare records.

II. Related Work

Privacy preserving and data security is a

complex field, which deals with many

different problems and provides different

solutions, as privacy and security can be

threatened in many ways. Solutions

usually lead to obstructions in normal use.

Security and privacy issues are raised

automatically when the data is created,

transferred, stored and processed in

information systems. Especially, data

transfers for the medical and healthcare

purposes should be secure, safe and

reliable. Previous work on monitoring

human body signals guides us the place

where we should put security and privacy

features. With the advance of computer

and networking technology convergence
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trends, pervasive computing is regarded as

key technology to assist real time medical

and healthcare information service with

the help of deploying different kinds of

sensors, communicating with wireless

sensor networks, interpreting sensor data

and developing large number of medical

and healthcare service rule sets cooperated

with medical professionals [2].

III. Security requirements

Traditional security approaches to protect

information systems have focused on

preventing attacks from being successful

by hardening the system to be protected

with various mechanisms. While security

approaches may protect one layer of a

networked system, they often introduce

vulnerabilities to other layers. We present

reusable security requirement and use

them as examples of reusable security

requirements that can be extracted from

legislation[3].

- Identification and authentication

requirements

- Authorization requirements

- Integrity requirements

- Privacy requirements

- Security Auditing Requirements

- Survivability requirements

- Non-repudiation requirements

The attacks on healthcare system are as

follows.

- Denial of service attack

- Physical attack

- Tag clonig attacks

- Impersonation attack

- Replay attack

- Tag tracking

IV. Security threats in pervasive healthcare

application

We survey a non-exhaustive list of

privacy and security issues that concern

patients and will serve as requirements/

objectives in future e-healthcare system

design. We also discuss the suitable

cryptographic techniques for solving these

issues.

- Privacy and Access control

- Authentication and Confidentiality and

integrity

- Secure data storage

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we analysed detailed

discussions on the privacy and security

issues in e-healthcare systems and

corresponding viable solutions. A simple

yet flexible and scalable framework of a

scalable wireless biosensor system tuned

for real-time remote monitoring as a case

study of security threats assessment should

be considered.
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